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Pit Stop by Melissa

July, The Month of Preparation
July is a month of preparation. In this second month of hurricane
season, we eye the gulf and make sure we have a plan and supplies for
emergencies. We are preparing for school to start in August. Making
lists and checking them twice is not just reserved for Christmas
shopping (or is it why we have Christmas in July?)
I do think that sometimes we get caught up with our preparations and
lose sight of the present. We let our anxiety about everything cloud our
vision of what is happening now. If we are only bracing ourselves
through July knowing that we have four more months of Hurricane
season; then, we miss the opportunity to thank God for the days of sun
and light rain to keep our plants healthy and our grass from dying. If
you are just counting the days until school starts so that you might find
sanity again, remember that your kids or grandkids are only this age for
a season, and you have a gift of time with them.
Our Foundation is going through a season of preparation as well. We
are preparing for our new Executive Director, Rev. John Branning, to
begin his duties in August. In addition, we are revamping our website
and marketing materials to better serve you. Remember as you prepare
that we also can create customized marketing materials for your church
or ministry.

Book Nook by Marylee
Think Again: The Power of Knowing What You Don’t Know by
Adam Grant explores the benefits of regularly examining what we
think, why we think it, and how we do things. Grant manages to
turn applied behavioral science into interesting, applicable
reading. He emphasizes the importance of being a lifelong
learner and taking advantage of routine re-evaluation and critical
feedback to correct course and be more productive.
He warns that when we adopt the mindset of the preacher,
prosecutor, or politician to defend our position, prove others
wrong, and gain approval, we leave no room for examination and
improvement. Grant suggests that success lies in thinking like a
scientist. “Treat your strategy as a hypothesis and your product
as an experiment.” Unexpected or poor results can then lead to
improved programs and processes instead of a sense of failure.
As we begin to emerge from the Covid pandemic, it is a great
time to re-evaluate church programs and strategies, try some
new experiments, and jettison some old ones.

More Planning or Should We Say Budgeting?
In its simplest form, a budget is a list of monies expected to come in and go out
over a designated period of time. If the money coming in doesn’t cover the
expected money going out, something has to change. You can decide to budget
less for items like clothing and eating out, find less expensive housing or
insurance, or pick up some part-time work. Planning ahead allows you to
identify the shortfalls before being surprised by them. A budget gives you power
over your future. Power to decide how to spend or save your resources. Power
to be prepared for emergencies, be generous, and provide for your future.
Budgeting Tools:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Pencil and Paper
Envelopes to separate cash for planned spending
Spreadsheets/worksheets
Mint – connects your accounts and tracks spending
SoFi Relay – connects your accounts and tracks spending
GoodBudget – digital envelope system

What is your experience with budgeting? Please, share your stories with us by
emailing melissa@methodistfm.org.

Follow us on
Facebook, Instagram
@methodistfoundation,
and Twitter @methodistfdnms!

